
ARION SCH-Z 
      [CHORUS/VIBE] MOD

Many professional musicians use the Arion Stereo Chorus due to it's unique tone. 
However, there have been many request to modify the pedal to make it more durable as 
well as better sounding. Highly skilled engineers at EWS Japan have crafted special 
modifications to meet the musicians with a keen ear.

 

ARION SCH-Z [CHORUS/VIBE] Mod by EWS features
※ Heavy Duty 3PDT True Bypass Switching
※ Much desirable SCH-1 Tone Circuit
※ Super bright blue LED Indicator 
※ Switchable Chorus and Vibe mode  
     Note : OUT2(STEREO) is no longer available due to this MOD.
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Distributed by Prosound Communications Inc.

Mode Switch :
Switch between Chorus and Vibe mode.
When “chorus” is selected, the unit is
on normal SCH-1 Chorus mode. 
The Vibe mode emulates a deeper 
pitch shifting chorus/vibrato effect.

Rate :
Rate control determines the speed of 
the chorus effect. It is  increased when 
turned clockwise and decreased when 
turned counter-clockwise.

Depth :
Depth control gives more intensive 
sound to chorus. This effect is increased 
when turned clockwise and decreased 
when turned counter-clockwise.

Tone : 
Controls tone quality of chorus effect. 
The high frequency range is decreased 
when turned counter-clockwise.

DC Power Jack :
Connect AC adapter. Use the dedicated 9VDC, 
100mA～200ｍA adapter. Improper adapter can cause damage.
(Center negative)

Status LED :
Indicates the unit is on or off. Replace battery
when the LED is dim.

Battery Cover : 
Press both ends marked “push” and
lift the cover for access to battery 
compartment. When not in use over 
period of time disconnect battery 
to prevent battery leakage.

Footswitch :
Press pedal down for on position. 
LED will be on. Depress again for 
off position. LED will be off.
When the unit is off, the signal passes
straight through without any effect.
(Hard wired true bypass connection)

Input Jack :
Plug electric guitar or other electronic 
instruments. Remove plug when not in use 
for prolong battery life.

Output Jack (Out 1) :
Connect cable from this output jack
into the input of the amplifier.

※ Output Jack (Out 2) :
OUT2 is no longer available due to 
this MOD.

Power Source :
Either 9VDC battery(006P) or 9VDC power adapter can be used.
※ Please only use the regulated negative tip 9VDC power adapter.


